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A Message from the President
Against the background of these challenges is the
increasingly inappropriate use of manslaughter as a
sanction to medical practice where death occurs as a
complication of an intervention in the NHS. Hopefully
most of you will have seen the Colleges and FSSA
response, the work of Sir Norman Williams and Dame
Clare Marx is awaited, but the current situation
cannot remain. Indemnity, outside of the crown, has
also had an impact.

Paul May, SBNS President
Dear Colleagues,
It is with some sadness and relief that I pen my last
president’s report for this summers newsletter.
Whilst the NHS is celebrating its 70th year and we
reflect on the unique quality, impact, accessibility
and success of Bevan’s great legacy, Neuroscience
and Neurosurgical services in particular are facing
perhaps their greatest challenges.
The recent publication of the cranial GIRFT report
(and the forthcoming spinal services report) has
shone a spotlight on all units in England and the
15 recommendations, I believe, reflect the positive
engagement of all our 24 adult neurosurgical services.
Nick Phillips is to be commended on this work, the
first of its kind in the Neurosurgical world, indeed
Prof Franco Servadei has contacted us on behalf
of the WFNS to recognise the unique nature of this
work and the future implications it has for National
Neurosurgical services worldwide.
We face challenges to each unit both in adult
and paediatric practice, the impact of mechanical
Thrombectomy has yet to be fully realised as the
programme is rolled out.
Engagement with the NHS and Department of Health
looking at the development of collaborative regional
networks and MDTs to address the challenges of
low volume, rare Neurosurgical pathologies and
procedures is high on the governments agenda.
The newly announced National Reconfiguration
Programme, led by Stephen Barclay MP will be a
catalyst for this, he has already approached the
colleges and specialist associations for engagement
and comment.

supported by

In spite of all of this we still remain a robust,
positively engaged, attractive and a successful
speciality, popular amongst undergraduates, as the
NANSIG workshop at the highly successful Plymouth
SBNS showed. We lead other specialities with NNAP,
National Selection, run through training, ST1, 3 and
8 boot camps, the dynamic BNTRC and BNTA, our
National and International exam and we punch well
above our weight in academic output particularly
multinational RCTs, for which I particularly thank
Peter Hutchinson and Carole Turner.
So whilst it has been an absolute privilege to be
President, I have tried to represent the SBNS in
a fair, but robust and engaged way in the last two
years. I have absolute confidence in Neil Kitchen,
my successor, to continue to serve the society as
President and look forward to handing over to him in
September at the Queen Square Meeting.
Warmest regards and have a peaceful and happy
summer,
Paul May
SBNS President

Sad Farewell

Upendra Devkota
June 2018
It is with great sadness that we announce the passing
of Prof. Upendra Devkota, an affiliated member of
the SBNS. He trained in Southern General Hospital
Glasgow and at Atkinson Morley Hospital (at the
same time as Henry Marsh and Anne Moore). He
returned to his home in Nepal in 1989 as the first
Nepali neurosurgeon, was Health Minister under
the King and established the Neurosurgical Institute
at Bansbari, Kathmandu which was opened in the
presence of Sir Graham Teasdale. He was a strong
supporter of the SBNS and he and his daughter
recently attended the SBNS Autumn Meeting in
Liverpool. He will be greatly missed.

Chris Blaiklock
February 2018
Chris was a consultant at Aberdeen Royal Infirmary
from 1971-1999. He started off as a registrar at
Atkinson Morley Hospital when the first CT scanner
in the world was installed and was a consultant in
Aberdeen when the first CT scanner was installed
in Scotland. He was also the first neurosurgeon
to use an MR Scanner when it was invented and
built in Aberdeen. He made a huge contribution
to neurosurgery in Scotland and was a great NHS
partisan.

Ian Bailey
January 2018
Ian worked in Belfast at the height of the troubles
and was widely regarded a medical pioneer. He
also worked at Mulago Hospital in Kampala where
he established basic neurosurgical services for the
people of Uganda. He was also a past President of the
Irish Neurological Association. He is survived by his
wife Ruth, sons and daughters and six grandchildren.
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Welcome to New
Members
The following members were ratified at the SBNS
Business Meeting held on the 12th April 2018 in
Torquay during the SBNS Spring Meeting.

New Appointments
Vice President
Nick Phillips
Nick Phillips was appointed to the role of Vice President in January 2018. This is
not an elected role, but a prerogative of the President in recognition of his work
on GIRFT and NNAP. This is in addition to his role as Chair of the NNAP and GIRFT
Representative.

Full
Nicola Gambadauro
Ahmed Ibrahim
Marcel Ivanov
Sam Muquit
Nikunj Patel
Sheila Ross
Janneke van Beijnum
Anna Visca

Romford
Romford
Sheffield
Plymouth
Bristol
Aberdeen
Cardiff
Liverpool

Associate
Ahsan Ali
Mohamed Naufel Ansar
Hasan Asif
Kenneth Burns
David Clark
Francesca Colombo
Matthew Elliot
Anne Elserius
Paulo Franceschini
Tom Grundy
Lauren Harris
Duncan Henderson
Rahim Hussain
Angelos Kirolos
James Loan
Andrew Manning
Samir Mehta
Joseph Merola
Mohammad Naushahi
Andrea Perera
Marina Pitsika
Fozia Saeed
William Sage
Moritz Schramm
Asim Sheikh
Lucy Simmonds
Muang Thant
Mueez Waqar
Jason Yuen
Zaitun Zakaria

Romford
Preston
London
Sheffield
Cambridge
Preston
London
West Midlands
Liverpool
Manchester
London
Sheffield
Cardiff
Cambridge
Scotland
Oxford
London
Cardiff
Cambridge
London
Newcastle
Leeds
Nottingham
Leeds
Leeds
Stoke
Romford
Salford
Plymouth
Dublin

Affiliated
Jonathan Attwood
Anna Bjornson
Simon Deacon
Chloe Gelder
Prajwal Ghimire
Claire Gillon
Zoe James
Abigail Jones
Aryan Kamali-Hal
Mohammad Kamel
Anastasios Konteas
Peter McGarrity
Midhun Mohan
Richard Moon
Francois Okoroafor
George Razay
Syed Shumon
Philippa Stewart
Mathew Storey
Tania Tanello
Daniel Thompson

Oxford
Cambridge
Birmingham
Glasgow
London
London
Wales
Southampton
Blackpool
Lincoln
Liverpool
Belfast
Liverpool
Liverpool
Southampton
Australia
Liverpool
Wales
Hull
Peterborough
London

Senior
Jonathan Benjamin
Richard Kerr
John Pickard
Colin Shieff
Roger Strachan
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Romford
Oxford
Cambridge
London
James Cook

Treasurer
Nigel Mendoza
It is a great honour and privilege to have been elected for this position. I very much
look forward to working with Mr Alistair Jenkins and other members of the executive
committee in the transition period. I will endeavour to do all that I can to maintain
the highest standards that Alastair and indeed his predecessors have set. Nigel will
take up his post as SBNS Treasurer in January 2019.

New Council Members
Ian Kamaly
Ian was appointed as a consultant neurosurgeon at Salford Royal Hospital and
Royal Manchester Children’s Hospital in 2005 and since 2012 has been a full time
paediatric consultant neurosurgeon. He is a member of the neurosurgery SAC
committee and is a representative on the paediatric neurosciences clinical reference
group. His hobbies include skiing and taxiing his children around (mostly the latter).
Joan Grieve
It is a great honour and privilege to have been elected to the SBNS council. We
face considerable challenges which include, amongst others, the ever changing
expectations of our roles as doctors, seven day working and providing the best
training we can for our juniors, whilst ensuring high quality and safe care of our
patients. I look forward to joining the council and will strive to contribute all that I
can towards achieving our mutual goals.

SBNS and NNAP Infection Lead
Surajit Basu
The SBNS Council appointed Mr Basu as the SBNS & NNAP Infection Lead in
April 2018. Surgical site infection (SSI) is a major cause of morbidity, poor patient
experience and health resource waste. The recent GIRFT SSI audit highlighted widely
different infection rates across the country, and various areas where as a specialist
society we can take a lead. Surajit will help to collate a national picture of the
burden of SSI with the aim of supporting innovation in UK neurosurgical practice
and sharing best practice.

SBNS/EANS Training Representative
Marcel Ivanov
I have been actively involved in the activity of EANS for more than twelve years.
During these years I have obtained in-depth knowledge of the workings of the
EANS. I was regularly attending the Training Committee meetings and have been
involved in development and renewal of course curricula as well as material for
examination. I managed to create firm roots and strong relationships with a network
of neurosurgical leaders within many European countries. I believe my experience
within EANS and wide international connections puts me in an ideal position to
further consolidate the partnership between the SBNS and EANS and I am looking
forward to taking up my new role.

EANS/WFNS Representative
Jake Timothy
I have been involved with the EANS since being a trainee on the training course and
then progressed to being the EANS training course representative for four years and
co founded the EANS Spine section, the first meeting was held in Croatia nearly 10
years ago and this was one of the first subsection EANS courses to be held. I also
was the UK representative for the Young Neurosurgeons group for the WFNS. It will
be a pleasure to serve the council as the EANS/WFNS representative along with
Ciaran Bolger and will endeavour to ensure that the SBNS are kept informed of
developments that arise from the EANS and WFNS council meetings.
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Clinician of the year!

Congratulations
Professor Ashkan has led recruitment to a number of
large scale national clinical trials including the GALA
BIDD and GALA5 trials, which used fluorescence
(the emission of light) to diagnose brain cancer and
guide tumour removal respectively. He was also the
lead clinician for a trial which used immunotherapy
to treat brain cancer and is currently working on
trials investigating the imaging of tumours and
radiotherapy for meningioma (tumours that form on
membrane covering the brain and spinal cord just
inside the skull).

Anne Moore



Professor Keyoumars Ashkan at Kings College
is honoured by the Brain Tumour Charity.

Anne Moore, the first female SBNS President
(2010-2012) and Vice President of the Royal
College of Surgeons of England (2006-2008),
was awarded an OBE in the Queen’s Birthday
Honours List. During her time as Vice President
of the RCS, she was instrumental in promoting
surgical careers for women.

Ash, as he is better know to his friends and
colleagues, is a professor of neurosurgery at King’s
College Hospital, and an Ex-Officio member of the
SBNS Council, functional lead, has been named UK
Clinician of the Year by the Brain Tumour Charity.
He has worked at King’s for 11 years and is the lead
surgeon for brain cancer at the hospital and was
honoured for his work with brain tumour patients.
The award recognised his contribution to improving
patients’ quality of life and for conducting research
to find new therapies. He has shown an exceptional
commitment to supporting the charity’s work and has
gone above and beyond to advance brain tumour
treatments. The judging panel comprised patients,
their relatives and charity representatives

Anne is now retired and splits her time
between her home in Plymouth and the
beautiful Greek Island of Astypalaia.
Not only is he a very dedicated and talented
neurosurgeon he also regularly entertains delegates
at SBNS meeting with his piano skills! A well deserved
accolade - Congratulations Ash!

National Report On Cranial Neurosurgery
Getting It Right First Time (GIRFT) national report
on cranial neurosurgery, was released for circulation
on Friday 22nd June 2018 and can be viewed on the
GIRFT website.

grateful to all the organisations and individuals
who have given their input and feedback during the
development of the report.

http://gettingitrightfirsttime.co.uk
The report sets out 15 recommendations for cranial
neurosurgery in England to support a more productive
cranial neurosurgery service. The recommendations
focus on improving pathways to help hospital
trusts reduce waiting times and treat more cranial
neurosurgery patients faster, with better patient
outcomes. Recommendations include admitting
more patients on the same-day as surgery rather
than in advance, increasing the number of minimally
invasive day-surgery procedures such as stereotactic
radio surgery, endovascular surgery and trigeminal
thermocoagulation, reducing the requirement for
overnight admissions and reducing pressure on beds.
Implementing the report’s recommendations offers
substantial opportunities to deliver cost efficiencies
of up to £16.4m, through savings in bed days, smarter
procurement, and other cost reductions such as
procedural changes.
The recommendations were developed by reviewing
data from all 24 trusts in England undertaking cranial
neurosurgery procedures and the recommendations
have been fully endorsed by the Society of British
Neurological Surgeons. We have also been very

Findings from the national report and our visits
to cranial neurosurgery units will feed into the
implementation process, which will provide tailored
implementation plans for every hospital to meet local
needs. GIRFT will also work nationally with a wide
range of clinical, governmental and public bodies to
design a series of complementary levers that will help
trusts to deliver the recommendations on the ground.
A number of trusts have already begun to take action
in response to some of the opportunities identified
and we are greatly encouraged by our engagement
with national stakeholders to date.
The aim is that the report serves as the catalyst for
further discussion and action, at national, trust and
individual surgeon level, to enhance patient care,
improve outcomes from cranial neurosurgery and
drive efficiency.
The report has the support of the SBNS Executive
and they are very grateful to Nick Phillips, our GIRFT
Representative for all his hard work.

Congratulations from all your friends and
colleagues at the SBNS.

SBNS Bursaries
The SBNS offer 5 Elective Bursaries and 5 Travel
Bursaries to applicants outside the EU each
year. Due to the large number of high quality
applications for UK undergraduate bursaries in
2018, we have increased the number of awards
from 5 to 10. Congratulations to all the award
winners:
H. Sadik
S. Kayhanian
A. Willison
N. Akram
J. Ashby

M. Khan
S. Williams
E. Bader
S. Gnanakumar
J. Blickwedel

There has also been a welcome increase in the
number of applications for observerships from
overseas trainees. Four were awarded in 2016
and 2017 and to date three have already been
awarded in 2018. This is especially encouraging in
view of the move towards increased collaboration
worldwide. Since 2016 we have had 11 visitors
from 11 different countries: Bangladesh, Karachi,
Ukraine, Cuba, Vietnam, Uzbekistan, Egypt,
Zimbabwe, Armenia, Albania and Russia. If the
limit of 5 bursaries per year is reached, any further
applications will be considered on a case by case
basis.
To find out more about the bursaries on offer visit:
https://www.sbns.org.uk/index.php/educationand-training/prizes-scholarships/ Carole Turner,
Research Manager
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SBNS & ABN Meeting Joint Autumn Meeting – London 2018

This year’s autumn meeting will be a joint meeting
with the Association of British Neurologists (ABN).
The host unit is the National Hospital for Neurology
and Neurosurgery in Queen’s Square, London, and the
current President Elect, Mr Neil Kitchen, is the Host
Lead.
The conference venue we have chosen is the Queen
Elizabeth II Conference Centre in the heart of
Westminster. It has excellent conference/exhibition
facilities as well as fantastic views looking towards
Big Ben and the Houses of Parliament.

The Programme has been carefully designed by
the SBNS and ABN Meetings Committees and
includes topics and guest lectures that will appeal
to neurosurgeons and neurologists alike. There
will be additional plenary lectures from prominent
neurosurgeons and neurologists, prior to each oral
free paper sessions relating to that topic as well as 4
eponymous lectures. The Life Long Learning Session
will be on epilepsy with speakers from the SBNS and
ABN. We also have a talk on Medical Negligence,
breakfast seminars, a large poster session, sponsors
exhibition and much more!
Attending SBNS academic conferences is an excellent
opportunity to fulfil external CPD for appraisal and
revalidation as well as a chance to network and meet
up with friends and colleagues. In addition to a great
academic programme we also have some wonderful
social events planned. The welcome reception on
Wednesday evening will also be held at the QEII
Conference Centre where we can take advantage of
panoramic views over the London skyline.

The formal black tie Gala Dinner on Thursday evening
will be in the elegant Waldorf Hilton Hotel where the
tango was first danced in the UK back in the 1930s.
Attendees will also have an opportunity to get on
the dancefloor after the dinner, so don’t forget your
dancing shoes!
The pre-meeting session on Tuesday 18th September
from 14:00 till 17:00 will be on “The management of
patients with Ehlers Danlos/hypermobility: Diagnosis,
assessment, and the role of spinal surgery" organised
by Andrew Brodbelt. All are welcome to attend, but
delegates must register their interest in attending
when registering online for the main meeting.
The SBNS AGM will be held on Thursday 20th at 16:30
in parallel to the BNTA Business meeting at the
conference venue.
We look forward to welcoming you all to the meeting
in September. Thank you to all that submitted
abstracts. To find out more about the meeting and to
register please visit: https://www.sbns.org.uk/index.
php/conferences/london-2018/. The conference App
will be available for downloading a few weeks before
the meeting.

SBNS Spring Meeting In Torquay – 11th - 13th April 2018

GROUP PHOTO 1
The spring meeting held last April in Torquay, hosted
by our colleagues from the newly named University
Hospitals Plymouth NHS Trust, was a great success
both academically and socially.
The meeting kicked off with a small subspecialty
meeting hosted by the British Neuro Trauma Group
and the Neurosurgery and Neurology Student Interest
Group (NANSIG) held a very successful workshop on
Wednesday afternoon. The highlights of the main
meeting were the excellent talks from Prof. John
Pickard, Prof. O. Hanemann, and Lord David Owen.
Lord David Owen also stayed on to sign copies of his
book “In Sickness and in Power” which proved to be
very popular and demand outstripped supply!

If you were unable to
attend the meeting or
would like to see the
talks again you can do
so via Talking Slides:
ESW, our AV Company, have recorded and uploaded
all the oral presentations for viewing to their
4

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE!
The social events were also great fun, especially the
gala dinner in the Spanish Barn, where we were
entertained by the host’s talented daughters, Chantal
and Sophie Whitfield. At the end of the evening
everyone let their hair down and boogied the night
away.
The standard of oral and poster presentations was of
an exceptionally high standard and the scorers had a
tough time, but there were two that stood out.
The prize will be awarded at the Gala Dinner during
the SBNS/ABN Meeting in September.

Congratulations!
website: http://sbns.talkingslideshd.com.
You will be required to register and create a
password to gain access. Please use the registration
code: th76rt5. Once logged in you can view all the
talks presented at the meeting.

GROUP PHOTO 2
Best Oral Presentation
Ellie Edlmann was awarded the
Best Oral prize for her abstract:
Recruitment, safety and progress
review; over half-way in the
Dex-CSDH trial

Sponsored by

Best Poster
Adrian Zammit was awarded
the Prize for the best Poster
Presentation for his abstract
entitled:
Surgical complications following
anterior cervical discectomy and
fusion for cervical degenerative
disc disease - a single surgeon’s
appraisal of his experience over
the first five years as a consultant.

Sponsored by
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Photo Gallery
If you wish to have a copy
of any of the images please
contact John Murray at
john@pnjphotography.com

We also had a chance to have some fun in Torquay - the Welcome Reception was held
at the University Hospitals Plymouth NHS Trust, and the Gala dinner at The Spanish
Barn where we were treated to some fantastic entertainment and finished off with a
boogie!

NANSIG Workshop

Prof John Pickard

The President, Paul May getting back to his Plymouth roots at the Welcome Reception.

Lord David Owen

Chantal and Sophie Whitfield

The workers!
Alix, Suzanne and Martin at ESW

A Big Thank You to the Secretaries from the Host Unit
Tracey and Jeanne for helping at the conference

You can view all the photos taken at the meeting - Keynote lectures, Welcome Reception, Gala Dinner, the Group Photo (both of them!) and Exhibition by clicking on this
link : http://jalbum.net/a/1870521
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Competition to design a new front cover
for the Journal - It’s time for a change!
Are you a budding artist?
The BJN is looking for a new cover
design, the specifications are as
follows:
Cover dimensions are 21.2 cm
x 27.9 cm printable area with 4
mm borders all round (i.e. a 4mm extension of the
background colour beyond all 4 edges).
Graphics should be submitted at 600 dots per inch
resolution. Monochrome, two colours or full colour
printing is all options.

There are three logos to incorporate:
1. Taylor and Francis
2. The SBNS
3. The Neurosurgical Foundation (the owners of
the journal).
These logos are available from the SBNS office as
graphics files on request. The current cover has two
of these logos.
Colours and fonts of text other than that in the logos
are at the designer’s discretion.

British Journal Of
Neurosurgery
The Journal will now be issuing bi-annual
membership updates to keep you informed on
what is included in the journal.
These will be placed on the Journal page of the
SBNS website: https://www.sbns.org.uk/index.
php/policies-and-publications/journals/
The first update is now available for
downloading. It will also be emailed to
members.

The SBNS Membership will vote for the best entry.
The cover text includes:
• Issue number (e.g. Issue 32.2)
• Date in month and four digit year format (e.g.
April 2018)
• ISSN followed by an eight digit hyphenated
number (e.g. ISSN 0268-8697)
• Title: “British Journal of Neurosurgery”
• Subtitle: “The official journal of the Society of
British Neurological surgeons”
• Editor’s Name (currently Patrick Mitchell)
“Editor-in-Chief”

Entries should be submitted to Suzanne Murray
admin@sbns.org.uk

Deadline for entries: 1st October 2018

Twitter
The BJN has a Twitter account:

https://twitter.com/TheBJNS
Please follow for regular updates. They would
also welcome your comments.

Ebrain
2018 Annual in-training mock exam in Neurosurgery.
Now in its fifth year, we conducted this mock exam
again through ebrain. The exam opened at 8am on
Friday 19 May and closed at midnight on Sunday 28
May. There were 172 participants and the mean score
was 62.1%.

More complete analysis and all the previous exams
are available for practice through the ebrain website:
www.ebrain.net.
The exam will go live again in May 2019.
Please note:
1. This is FORMATIVE and for self assessment only

2. Participation will require that you have an ebrain
account – this is free to members of the SBNS.
There is no charge for doing the exam
3. To participate you must first write two questions
that we will use for the exam next year
4. You can do this anywhere with an internet
connection

An assessment of the 2016 exam was published in the British Journal of Neurosurgery: www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/02688697.2018.1476672?journalCode=ibjn20

SBNS/NANSIG Career Day January 2018
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The 7th annual SBNS/NANSIG (Neurology and
Neurosurgery Interest Group) was held at the RCS
Edinburgh on the 27 January 2018.

the application process
• 91.2% felt they now were more prepared to
embark on a career in neurosurgery

middle cerebral artery. The prize was to present his
talk at the SBNS Spring meeting in Torquay, which
was sponsored by B. Braun.

Feedback from the meeting showed:
• 94.1% would attend future events
• 100% felt it in increased their knowledge of

The winner of the best Oral presentation was
Frederik Ewbank for his abstract: The effects of
ageing on the biomechanical properties of the rat

The next SBNS/NANSIG day will be held at the
Imperial College Medical School in London on 16th
January 2019.
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32nd Annual Congress of The Hellenic Neurosurgical Society
Neurosurgical Society’s 32nd annual congress in Crete
in May how could we refuse?
A large contingent from the UK attended and
contributed to the Joint meeting and gave
presentations on NNAP and our national selection
progress, as well as various neurosurgical procedures
and the way they are carried out in the UK.



The Greeks are famous for their hospitality,
warmth and, of course, for being the home of
the “father of modern medicine” Hippocrates. So
when the SBNS were invited to join the Hellenic

The Gala dinner was also a big hit with the UK
delegates as it was held in a beautiful ancient
monastery under the stars on a lovely balmy evening
topped off with Greek dancing and Raki!
Ten of the best abstract submissions from Greece and
the UK were awarded bursaries of free registration
and accommodation.

The winners from the UK were:
Prospective Multi-Centre Study of External
Ventricular Drainage Management and
Infection Rate in the United Kingdom and
Ireland
Ahmed A. - British Neurosurgical Trainee
Research Collaborative, UK
A Case Series of Prolactinoma Patients
Requiring Surgical Treatment
Christodoulides I - King’s College Hospital,
London, UK
Craniotomy Simulation Workshops Improve
Trainees’ Neurosurgical Operative Ability
Lucas E.K. Queen’s Medical Centre, Nottingham,
UK
Upper Limb Spasticity and Function
Improves Following Selective Dorsal
Rhizotomy In Children with Spasticity
Secondary to Cerebral Palsy: A Prospective
Study
Mazarakis N. K. Queen’s Medical Centre,
Nottingham, United Kingdom
The Management of Craniopharyngiomas At
a Large UK Tertiary Centre
Barkas K., King’s College Hospital, London, UK

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL
BURSARY WINNERS!

Dates For your diary
SBNS Autumn Meeting - Joint
with ABN
Wednesday 19th - 21st September 2018
London

The 9th Liverpool Paediatric
Neurosurgery Masterclass
Thursday 22nd - 23rd November 2018
The Cunard Building, Liverpool

Joint Meeting with SBNS/EANN/
BANN
Wednesday 20th - 22nd March 2019
Manchester

Neuro Trauma Meeting
Friday 12th October 2018
London

BSBS Meeting
Thursday 24th - 25th January 2019
Crowne Plaza Glasgow

EANS/SBNS Meeting
Tuesday 24th - 28th September 2019
Dublin

EANS Meeting,
Sunday 21st - 25th October 2018
Brussels

BNVG Meeting
Thursday 7th - 8th February 2019
Leeds

Please visit the Dates for your Diary Section of the SBNS Website for full details of forthcoming meetings and courses
http://www.sbns.org.uk/index.php/conferences/diary/
The SBNS Newsletter is your chance to communicate with your SBNS colleagues. Contributions are welcome for the next issue due out in
January 2019, content will be required by the end of October 2018. Please contact Suzanne Murray at the SBNS office
admin@sbns.org.uk
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